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A ‘Supply-Side’ Aspect of the African Slave Trade:
The Cowrie Production and Exports of the Maldives*

Jan S. Hogendorn**

The little white shell called the money cowrie was considerably the most important money import to West Africa over a period of several centuries, and was the major imported exchange medium during the era of the slave trade.

Eventually the cowrie was imported in tens of thousands of tons by Europeans from the Maldive Islands in the Indian Ocean. They first found use along the middle Niger, having made the desert crossing, then spreading westward to Mauritania before 1400 and also southeast and southwest along the Niger River long before the Atlantic slave trade began.¹

Very large increases in the volume of cowrie imports came during the growth of slave exports in the eighteenth century. From their area of original use, they spread East to Hausa territory in that century’s early years, just after moving South from their original Niger River homeland area to the forests between the Ivory Coast and the Niger Delta, ‘where they merged with cowries imported by European traders by sea from the sixteenth century onward.’²

In the eighteenth century, imports of the cowrie were far greater in both volume and value than that of any other currency. Among many other contemporaneous accounts, William Bosman spoke of the inability to carry
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on trade for slaves if cowries were not part of the exchange; O. Dapper reported the need to make cowries a third of the value of any slave exchange, while the Royal African Company called them 'almost a sine qua non' for trade.

In Africa cowries also spread North from the coast in the eighteenth century, the movement documented especially well for the Central Savanna where Paul Lovejoy has investigated their large-scale introduction into Hausaland and Nupe. A significant proportion travelled via Oyo, whose authorities managed a North-South exchange, cowries moving North in trade for slaves and other Savanna products coming South. Cowrie traffic on the Niger River was similar, with the Igbo middlemen sending slaves South and cowries North. Muslim merchants facilitated a contemporaneous East-West trade, and cowries eventually reached the Volta markets, further enlarging their area of circulation.

The abolition of the slave trade in the nineteenth century's first decade virtually halted cowrie imports, but imports fully recovered when the palm oil trade opened. The trade from the Maldives was eventually ruined by the 'great cowrie substitution' of *Cypraea Annulus*, the larger East African cowrie that was much cheaper both for the European importers and West African buyers. Led initially by German firms, Hertz first, then O'Swald (both based in Hamburg), and followed by the French firm of Victor Régis, the West African market was flooded with *Annulus*, a great inflation ensued, and shortly thereafter their import was prohibited by the colonial authorities around the turn of the century.

**Cowries: The Supply Side**

These lineaments of cowrie imports to West Africa especially by Portuguese, French, Dutch and British merchants, their crucial role in the slave trade, and their long hegemony as the major imported money supply of the western part of the continent, have long been known.

Interestingly, the 'supply side' has been thoroughly neglected. No modern economic historian has previously studied their source of supply in the Maldivian Islands, nor their shipment to Europe, whence they were re-exported to West Africa. This paper is the first in what is intended to be a series that surveys cowrie production and export from the Maldives, their shipment and distribution in their two major markets, Amsterdam and London, and data on the volume exported to West Africa.

As the first of the series, this paper examines the initial notices of a cowrie trade in the Maldives, explores their conditions of production in those islands, examines whether sales were competitive or royal monopoly, discusses Dutch efforts to obtain a buying monopsony during the slave trade's era of greatest exports, and concludes with a discussion of their shipment to
This 'supply-side' discussion will, it is hoped, illumine a previously obscure portion of what is acknowledged to be a critical component of the African slave trade.

The Cowrie

 Cypraea Moneta, the money cowrie, is a seashell with a porcelain-like finish, small, and admirably suited for use as a money. Its lustrous white color makes its appearance attractive, and helps to explain its use in decoration, ornamentation, and religious ritual. It is comparable in durability to metallic coins, not easily broken though it can be crushed with a footfall. It is impossible to counterfeit, except by the related Cypraea Annulus of the East African coast, which is ordinarily larger than moneta but can sometimes pass for it. Unlike many commodity monies (cloth strips, metallic currencies) there was little 'leakage' into commodity use. Most importantly, however, it could be supplied in very large quantities at very low cost. An individual shell would thus represent extraordinarily low value by comparison with metallic coins, rendering it appropriate for monetary use when incomes and prices were very low. It thus was eminently successful in the role of 'small change' over wide areas of its use.

Though the reasons for its abundance in the Maldives are not conclusive, the abundance itself is established fact. There is general, long-standing agreement that the world's greatest available supply of Cypraea Moneta is from the central atolls of those coral islands, especially Haddummahti, Huvadu, and Ari atolls. There are other major concentrations of the money cowrie, especially Sulu in the Philippines, coastal Borneo, and the Ryukyu Islands, but they never approached the importance of Maldive production for the Indian Ocean and African trade. In many areas they are found in quantity, but mixed with other varieties to such an extent that collecting them becomes a time-consuming hunt, with large-scale production accordingly impractical. The money cowrie is, of course, not native to West Africa, an area of very large use.

The cowrie trade from the Maldives was an ancient one. The first mention of the shell in connection with the Maldives was made by the Persian traveller Sulayman al Tajir in the ninth century, and the Arab Al Mas'udi in c. 943 [Mas'udi had visited Ceylon in 916 but apparently follows Sulayman's account]. Alberuni (c. 1020) notes that the islands off India's west coast can be distinguished by their chief products, the Diva Kūtha, islands of cowries, and the Diva Kanbar, islands of coir, thus distinguishing
between the Maldives and Laccadives. Ibn Beitbar, who died in 1248, also notes that the Maldives were the islands where the cowries originated; and in the same decade Tabakat-t-Nasiri (c. 1240) observes that they were being used for money in Bengal.

The adventurous Ibn Battuta, who had personally seen Maldivian cowries being used in West Africa, made the first extensive comments on the Maldives export trade after his visit of 1343 which lasted 18 months. He states that they were exchanged by barter for Bengali rice, and sold also to Yemeni traders who put them into ballast instead of sand for the voyage west. The general lineaments of the trade are thus discernible 200 years before the Europeans began to compete as buyers during the sixteenth century. The Maldives were the major source of moneta. The shells were shipped largely to Bengal, with some finding their way via the Red Sea and across the Sahara to West Africa's savanna region. They were used as money at home in the Maldives themselves—many visitors commented on the fact. They were not, however, exported to the nearest and most likely markets, the Malabar Coast and Ceylon, because they were not monetized in these areas. At all time periods cowrie exports were an essential element in the purchase of Bengali rice, for the islands were incapable of producing sufficient starchy staples for subsistence, while Bengal commonly produced a substantial surplus for export.

' Manufacture' of the Shells

It might be assumed that the shells were simply plucked off the beaches and loaded into ships for export. Such a view would be wrong on two counts. First, if the little inhabitant of the shell was already dead and the cowrie had been rolled up and down a beach by the waves, its lustre was diminished and it was often rejected by buyers. If, however, the little animal was still alive on first gathering, it would not long remain so, and an overpowering stench was soon the result.

These considerations led to methods for the collection of the shells with live inhabitants, and for processing to rot out the animal matter. There are three traditions for collection; only one for processing.

Collection methods included wood floats, wading, and hooks, employed as already noted chiefly on the atolls of Haddummahti, Huvadu, and Ari. The early travellers are unanimous in their description of coconut branches placed in the shallows, then hauled ashore a few months later after cowries had attached themselves to the wood and palm leaves. This method of collection seems to have become obsolete, to be succeeded by the 'wading' method. 'Twice a month, when the tides suit,' wrote H. C. P. Bell in 1883, 'men and women wade into the sea waist deep and detach them from the stones under which they cling. One man will sometimes gather as many as 12,000 in a day.' The wading method was apparently first observed by
Pyrard, who noted how they were ‘fished twice a month, three days before and three days after the new moon, as well as at the full, and none would be got at any other season.’ [Field work in the Maldives will be directed at why this was the case. Presently the reason is unknown. Presumably tides?] ‘The women gather them on the sands and in the shallows of the sea, standing in the water up to their waists.’

Note the indication that female labor was the rule in the seventeenth century, with the sexes mingling by the nineteenth.

The third collection method, by ‘bait and line,’ is far less frequently mentioned and in fact engenders skepticism. Captain W. F. W. Owen wrote in 1832 that coconut branches and leaves ‘are laid together and lashed up into bundles about the size of a wheat-sheaf, two of which constitute what is called a balsa. ... On these balsas they then take a number of trot lines, baited as we bob for eels, viz. with short threads attached to them at every five or six inches distance, and each with a bit of offal meat for bait, tied by a knot to prevent its slipping off. The shell-fish swallows this, knot and all, and is hauled up with the trot line.’ Skepticism arises because, by comparison to the other two methods, the costs in time would be exceptionally large. The evidence given earlier is that no bait and no lines were needed for collection. Field work in the Maldives will, I hope, settle the question.

Processing the shells after collection was also a part of ‘production,’ and here the tradition is clearer. Mas‘udi in the tenth century says they were sun dried on beaches, during which time the bodies rotted, leaving behind the empty shells. After that, however, the sources refer to the burial method. Ibn Battuta says the cowries were placed in pits dug in the sand of the beach, where they were allowed to rot. De Barros says ‘buried in the earth;’ John Marshall in 1677 says ‘buried until all their fish is gon out of them;’ Captain Hamilton states (1727) that pits are dug in the sand, where they are placed, covered, and left, ‘two or three Years in the Pit, that the Fish may putrify, and then they take them out of the Pit, and barter them for Rice, Butter and Cloth ...’ Burial was the method of processing in modern times as well. H. C. P. Bell reported in 1883 that the shells were kept below ground ‘until all traces of putrefaction have disappeared.’

The conclusion is that collection and processing was a labor-intensive, time-consuming task lasting for some months at a minimum, possibly even as long as two or three years. There was thus always a capital aspect to the production of the shells, and an accompanying need for work long before reward. With such a delay in adjusting to changes in market conditions, the short run elasticity of supply must necessarily have been quite low. This aspect of cowrie production has heretofore been little noticed.

**Shipment to Male**

Male, capital of the Maldives and the ‘King’s Island,’ is located on the south side of Male atoll. It is to the north of the main cowrie-producing islands,
and was the first destination of the processed shells. They were probably washed after being dug out of their burial pits—Captain Owen mentions this explicitly. Then they were shipped in November and December to Male and put into storage, some in warehouses, some underground as a cheaper and more convenient means of storage.

Before export the cowries were packaged. The usual practice was to put them in three-cornered bundles of material woven from coconut leaf called kottas, weighing about 25 pounds each and containing 12,000 shells. The packages were stitched tight at their base or mouth with coir. They might alternately be thrown loose into the hold of a ship, but this seems to have been less frequent.

The shells were then loaded aboard ship, frequently a Maldive merchant vessel bound for Bengal or (in the eighteenth century) Ceylon; sometimes on a vessel owned in Bengal or elsewhere in India; and infrequently on a European ship. Maldive shipping was made of coconut wood, with rigging and sails of coconut fibre. Said Hamilton in 1727, 'their Hulls, Masts, Sails, Rigging, Anchors, Cables, Provisions, and Firing are all from this useful tree.' Hamilton thought the average Maldive vessel was of 20 to 30 tons, but Bell reported in the nineteenth century that 100 to 200 tons was common for ships in the Bengal trade, with 50 to 60 tonners used for the voyage to Ceylon. Reginald Heber, he of 'Greenland's Icy Mountains,' described the Maldive ships at Calcutta in the 1820s: 'one mast, a very large square mainsail, and one top sail, the more solid parts of coco-wood, the lighter of bamboo, [able to] sail very fast and near the wind; each carries from 30 to 50 men, who are all sharers in the vessel and her cargo.... Their size appeared to me from 150 to near 200 tons, raised to an immense height above the water by upper works of split bamboo, with very lofty heads and sterns, immense sails, and crowded with a wild and energetic race of mariners, who... were really bold and expert fellows, and the vessels better sea-boats than their clumsy forms would lead one to anticipate.

Typically the Maldive ships would sail with favorable monsoon winds; departures for Bengal taking place 'late in August or early in September, annually, having the South-West monsoon in their favour, and return in December and January with the North-East monsoon.' Port dues and charges at Male were collected by royal officials, payable in rice in the seventeenth century, in cowries in the nineteenth.

Was the Cowrie Trade a Royal Monopoly?

The cowrie commerce appears to have been a royal monopoly for a thousand years from the earliest mention of the trade in the ninth century. 'Their money consists of cowries. The queen stores these cowries in her treasuries,' wrote Sulayman. Mas'udi gave a similar description, and Idrisi stated that
their king preserves these shells in his treasury, and he possesses the greater portion of them. 46

When the Portuguese attempted to enter the Maldivian trade in the sixteenth century, they found that the island-king had entered into an agreement with a Cannanore merchant, Muhammad Ali, to whom the trade-monopoly in cowries (and some other exports including coir) was farmed out. The heyday and eventual suppression of Muhammad Ali were surveyed in detail unusual for Maldivian economic history by M. A. H. Fitzler in the 1930s, quoting numerous Portuguese sources. 47 Years of attempts by the Portuguese to gain control of the monopoly for themselves (discussed in a later section) eventually failed, and in the 1670s, Dutch observers considered cowrie exporting again a royal monopoly, clear from the instructions given to early Dutch trading and exploratory expeditions to the islands. 48 Shortly thereafter, in 1683 the Captain of the Britannia referred to the complete royal control of the trade. 49 In 1685, William Hedges spoke of the shells 'taken for ye King,' and noted one atoll (not named) as the source 'whence the King gets all (or greatest part) of his Cowrees.' 50 A passenger on the Boscawen in 1749 wrote that cowries are 'the King's sole property,' 51 while the Abbé Prévôt's compilation, published 1780, also explicitly mentions royal and noble control of the trade. 52 Many years thereafter, in 1844, when the Hamburg firm of Hertz sent the first European ship to trade in the Maldives for many years, the report was that the export of cowries was carried on only from the King's Island, in exchange for rice and salt. 53 Rosset in the 1880s concludes our case covering a thousand years: 'No other part of the group is allowed to traffic with foreigners, all the produce having to be brought to Mâlé.' The inhabitants of the other atolls would send their goods to the capital 'where they are purchased by the Sultan, who gives rice, cloth, etc., in exchange.' 54

All during the long history of royal monopoly, enforcement seems to have been in the hands of noble 'fief-holders,' recipients of tribute and taxes from their assigned atolls, and responsible for administering the trade laws. 55

**Shipment to Bengal**

We have already noted that from the earliest period the cowries were shipped largely to Bengal, and this continued to be true well into the eighteenth century. When Portuguese observers first described the trade, in the sixteenth century, they uniformly judged Bengal as the focus for exports. A smaller quantity was shipped to other destinations however. Duarte Barbosa, c. 1517, mentioned a traffic to the Gulf of Cambay as well as the main importing area, Bengal, while de Barros about the same time noted shipments to Siam in addition to the exports to Bengal. 66 But Bengal was by far the largest market; there is mention of no others by numerous
observers, for example Gaspar Correa in 1561: ‘whole vessels are laden with them, and which make a great trade in Bengala.’

Pyrard was explicit: ‘in one year thirty or forty whole ships loaded with them without other cargo. All go to Bengal, for there only is there a demand for a large quantity at high prices.’

The accounts that discuss the nationality of the shipper reflect the long-standing participation of two sorts of merchants, islanders and foreigners, both of course subject to the royal cowrie monopoly. Pyrard saw ships from Bengal, from Cochin (one Portuguese-owned, with a mestizo captain and a crew of Christian Indians), and from Gujarat; in Bengal, 1683, William Hedges saw Surat ships just arrived from the Maldives with cowries; and Bengali vessels were still engaged in the trade in the 1880s when H.C.P. Bell discussed the islands’ exports.

For at least 100 years, and probably more than 200, the chief destination of the cowrie exports was Balasore, the cowrie port, some 60 miles from the mouth of the Hooghly River on the northwest side of the Bay of Bengal. Before Hooghly navigation was improved, Balasore was the only reasonable seaport on the shores of the bay, and for this reason it had early been selected as a site for European factories. A British establishment was founded there in January, 1651, though it had been occupied from time to time since 1642; there were also Dutch and French posts at the town, and earlier a Portuguese establishment. ‘One continued sandy bay,’ said Hamilton, ‘an admirable roads protected by a cape from southerly winds; ships would lie in these roads some distance from shore.’

There are numerous references to the importance of Balasore as an entrepôt for Maldive cowrie exports. At the Maldives, wrote Hamilton, cowries are traded for the rice, cloth, etc., ‘which shipping bring from Balasore in Orixia.’ ‘The town of Ballasore drives a pretty good trade to the Islands of Maldiva. Those Islands ... have no rice or other Grain of their own Product, so that Balasore supplies them with what Necessaries they want, and, in Return brings Cowries and Cayar for the Service of Shipping.’ Several passages in S. Bhattacharya’s work on Bengal’s economic history also refer to Balasore as the port where the cowries were purchased.

Bowrey, writing in the 1670s, stated that ‘The Nabob and Some Merchants’ in the area of Balasore had six or seven vessels regularly employed in bringing cowries and coir from the Maldives. Om Prakash has most valuably published records kept by Dutch factors on ship movements in the Bay of Bengal. Among these are departures from Balasore 1680-1681 to 1706-1707, and arrivals at that place, 1670-1671 to 1704-1705. His tables show that by the end of the seventeenth century, the Maldive trade was much more important than any other for Balasore; that Hugli traded far less with the Maldives than did its sister port; and that the available data show the trade largely ‘on the account of Bengal merchants.’
Several observers noted the price fluctuations caused by the arrival of the cowrie ships at Balasore and the price differential between that port and points where the cowrie ships did not call. John Marshall wrote in 1677 that at Hughli the cowrie is 5, 6, 7, and sometimes 10% dearer than at Balasore.89 Said Bowrey, cowries 'Seldome rise or fall more than 2 Pone in one Rupee, and that onely in Ballasore at the arrivall of the Ships from Insulae Maldivae.'70 With development of Hooghly River piloting and navigation, Balasore's commercial importance declined early in the eighteenth century. But it remained the cowrie port, with notices of the Ostend Company's competition raising the price of shell (1726), with the statement 'Balasore, where cowries were purchased' (1738), and with French competition said to be raising cowrie prices there in 1739.71

Om Prakash discusses a number of commercial developments at Balasore round about the year 1700. These include lesser degrees of participation in trade by noble families (due perhaps to their impoverishment following the break-up of the Mughal Empire, he suggests), and the concentration of Bengal merchants on the Maldives trade as their opportunities diminished elsewhere because of the East India Company pass systems.72 Prakash also notes that some 40 years earlier, the Sultan of the Maldives had fruitlessly sent an emissary to the faujidar of Balasore, asking him to seek the aid of Emperor Aurangzeb in prohibiting British and Dutch ships from visiting the islands.73 This will serve as our cue to examine the rapidly developing European role in the trade.

The Portuguese and Cowries

From their first (1503) unfortunate contacts with Maldives shipping (unfortunate for the Maldivians at any rate) the Portuguese were aware of the cowrie trade. Gaspar Correa gave a vivid account of how Vincent Sodre, Chief Captain of the Fleet after Vasco da Gama’s departure for home in 1502, captured four Maldives ships off Calicut, cowries part of their cargo. A hundred of their sailors were brutally burn to death by the Portuguese for violating the new Portuguese pass system.74 In the early decades of Portuguese contact, the Europeans worked to suppress the farmed monopoly of Maldives trade referred to above.75 Their purchase of cowries for export to West Africa had begun at the latest by 1515, in which year there is a record of a ship arrival at Benin, and when the Portuguese king licensed a merchant to bring 500 quintals of cowries [1 quintal = 4½ kottas = originally 108, and later 112.5 pounds] from India annually as ballast and at no charge. These shells were eventually destined for São Tomé.76 The data on Portuguese exports are not nearly so complete as those available for the Dutch and British trade. The 54,000 pounds of the license is as much as was shipped to Africa in some years of the eighteenth century, but far below that century's peak. João de Barros, however,
writing in 1563 noted very much larger quantities shipped by the Portuguese: 'in some years as much as two or three thousand quintals are brought [to Portugal] by way of ballast; they are then exported to Guinea, and the kingdoms of Benin and Congo, where also they are used for money.' The present author suspects these figures are on the high side, as West Africa's export trade was in its infancy during this period. (Payment for the shells had to be made of course via exports.) The weight equivalent is 216,000 to 324,000 pounds, implausibly matching the preliminary figures for British and Dutch totals for numerous years of the eighteenth century that are expected to be published by Marion Johnson and the author in 1982. Work in the Portuguese archives will be undertaken to check de Barros' figures.

Unlike the later Dutch and British trade, a goodly share of Portuguese purchases were made at the Maldives themselves; and their archives reveal plans for establishing a trade monopoly with the islands. To this end they twice occupied Male and operated through a puppet Sultan whose descendants lived in Goa and claimed the throne until the line died out in c. 1671. It was doubtless due to these experiences that the merchants of other European countries often found it so difficult to trade at the islands during the subsequent period of the commerce.

Via their system of sea-passes, the Portuguese attempted to restrict trade to Portuguese India and states under Portuguese influence; and they also awarded a monopoly of the Indian cowrie trade from time to time, as to Don Philip in 1626 and to the Duke of Medina a short while thereafter, all with questionable long-term effect. For a period in the early sixteenth century the Portuguese brought the shells in ballast to Goa and Cochin, whence they were shipped to Europe by the Dutch.

Portuguese power in the Indian Ocean was on the wane after the loss of Hormuz in 1622. Nonetheless, as late as 1645-1646 a Portuguese-appointed king had rights to purchase 500 quintals (= 54,000 pounds) of cowries for sale in Portugal. Even when their participation in cowrie-buying had long ended, some influence still persisted, however. Portuguese remained the main European language used by Maldive traders for many decades.

The British and Cowries

With the Dutch, the British were the largest inter-oceanic shippers of cowrie shells. These shells were imported to England by the East India Company, were sold regularly at the Company's auction sales for the African trade, and (with shells brought to Britain by interlopers) entered the customs record on their reexport.

The British seem usually to have purchased their shells in Bengal, especially Balasore, and far less frequently at the Maldives. They were subject to constant frustrations in trading direct with the islands — and even as late as
the 1780s, their knowledge of Maldive waters was very limited.\textsuperscript{88} The Dutch established direct connections in the middle of the seventeenth century, and when the British tried to do the same, they found they had been forestalled. They even resorted to purchase by force; William Hedges tells the story of an East India Company ship, the \textit{Charles}, attempting to buy cowries in 1683. Her men pelted with stones and showered with arrows, six of them wounded, she opened fire and ‘by ye Mouths of [ye] Guns forced them to a complyance and permission to load what cowries they would at Markett Price.’\textsuperscript{87} Two years later, Hedges’ ships at the Maldives flew an all-red flag (a piece of a British red ensign) ‘to appear like a Moor’s Vessell, not judging it safe to be known to be English, our Nation having lately gott an ill name by abusing ye Inhabitants of these Islands ...’\textsuperscript{88}

In 1700 the British were lobbying with the Bengal merchants to increase their shipping to the Maldives so more cowries could be acquired.\textsuperscript{89} The attempt was made from time to time to call at the Maldives for cargo, as in 1705, when the \textit{Mary Galley} belonging largely to Thomas Bowrey was ordered to load ‘as deep as she will swim with Rice, etc., for Maldiva,’ where she was to trade for cowries. But the papers leading up to these orders make it clear that the British at this time had little knowledge of navigation in those waters, the method of trade normally employed there, and what sort of imported goods were in demand.\textsuperscript{90}

Later in the eighteenth century, the Dutch had some success in diverting large quantities of shell away from Bengal to Dutch Ceylon. That meant that Britain, still dependent on purchases in Bengal, had to deal in a market where the supplies were sinking relatively, perhaps absolutely. The British return fleets kept the quantities brought to Britain high through most of the period, however, as subsequent data to be published by Johnson and Hogendorn will show. A ship detailed to carry cowries from Bengal to London would carry as much as ten tons, as in the 1753 orders.\textsuperscript{91} As the Dutch position in the market deteriorated, the British did manage to secure a contract with the Maldives to export 2,000 kottas (= 50,000 pounds) annually, over and above what they were able to purchase in Bengal.\textsuperscript{92} Whether this contract, of 1772, was long-lasting and involved many visits by British ships to the Maldives, is not yet known to the author.\textsuperscript{93}

Although the British took Ceylon from the Dutch in 1796, they did not attempt to get cowries direct from the Maldives. The trade became once again a Bengal-Maldivian exchange of rice for cowries; no British ship is said to have called at the islands after that date until the surveying expeditions of the 1830s.\textsuperscript{94} British interest in cowries had in any case died away with the abolition of the African slave trade; when Britain resumed large-scale cowrie exports to Africa in the era of ‘legitimate commerce,’ the shells were purchased in Bengal.\textsuperscript{95}
The Dutch and Cowries

Some 40 years after the chartering of the Dutch East India Company, the VOC, in 1602, the Netherlands began to show an interest in cowries. Acquainted with the commerce from their Bengal trade, their Hughli headquarters began investigations, and their first purchases were probably made in that area. The initial recorded visit by a Dutch ship to the Maldives was in 1602. A vessel loaded with rice was sent from Ceylon in 1640 to study trade possibilities, and purchases of cowries began shortly thereafter.

Maldivian ships had traditionally called at Ceylon with cargoes of dried fish and coconuts. Cowries now came to be included. Very early on, the Dutch attempted to send their own vessels to Male, but the Maldivians would not admit the Dutchmen into their country, obviously for fear of their political independence. So the Company thought they would be less suspicious of burghers, through whom they tried to get cauris from there, with some success. (The Dutch burgher community of Ceylon was largely made up of discharged soldiers, sailors, and clerks.)

As H. C. P. Bell put it, the Dutch 'were not slow to gauge the advantage of a complete control over the traffic in cowries. This monopoly they attempted, with much success, to establish throughout the latter part of the seventeenth and much of [the eighteenth] century.' The as yet preliminary data from the joint archival work of Johnson and Hogendorn appears to confirm some Dutch monopoly power attained in some portions of these centuries, but not to the extent Bell suggests. [The reader should be aware that Bell apparently had some prejudice against the Dutch, which may color his views of the monopoly's success; recall that 'monopolist' was not a compliment when he wrote in the 1880s.]

Most Dutch cowries came to Ceylon in Maldivian ships. On occasion, the annual shipments were inadequate and the Dutch would send a vessel 'to negotiate for larger importation.' Efforts to engineer a long-term buying agreement in 1688 failed, but by 1697 there was a steady trade via Maldivian ships bringing cowries to Colombo and Galle, and carrying away areca nuts and spices. 'Caress' the Maldivians and 'animate them more and more' to carry cowries are words used in instructions to various Dutch governors of Ceylon. Further Dutch voyages to the Maldives for cowrie negotiations with Sultan Ibraihim were reported in the 1720s and 1730s. The years 1720-1750 were perhaps those of briskest Dutch cowrie trade, and sometimes annually cargoes of rice and spices were dispatched to the islands to firm commercial ties. These ships (two in 1723, other voyages in 1727, 1728, 1732, and 1734) were instructed to carry cowries back to Ceylon (8,000 to 10,000 kottas in the case of 1723).

These Dutch ships in the trade were not, however, examples of the
ordinary form of commerce. Maldiv vessels sailing to Colombo and Galle continued to bring the greater quantities. In 1740, Governor van Imhoff wrote that ‘the Maldiv boats import cowries,’ while a governor’s letter to his successor in 1757 noted that ‘the Maldivians still come quite willingly in their little boats to trade with us.’ The two major complaints of the Dutch were the insufficient cowrie supply in some years, and the lateness of their arrival (they had to come in October and November to Ceylon if they were to be loaded on the return ships to the Netherlands). Insufficient supply seems a legitimate complaint. Dutch demand, as expressed by their buying targets, was usually higher than the quantity actually obtained. The buying target had been 500,000 pounds in the 1720s; 400,000 pounds as quoted in a 1740 memoir for Governor Bruininck; dropping to 150,000 to 300,000 pounds in 1764-1766. Sales at the VOC Kamers in the Netherlands were, however, almost always below these figures, according to the preliminary Johnson-Hogendorn archival data.

Bell is the main authority who speaks of a Dutch cowrie monopoly during much of the eighteenth century. This is doubt correct for the Ceylon trade, but the preliminary data referred to above show monopoly power only sporadically. Quantities shipped to Britain during the period of monopoly sometimes surpassed the Dutch trade. A letter from the Sultan to Ceylon (9 May, 1734) explained that Dutch commercial terms are not a match for the merchants in the ships from Balasore and Bengal, who gave credit advances on imports where the Dutch required cash. There is therefore the likelihood that Dutch monopoly power in the trade is somewhat exaggerated.

For over a century the Dutch return ships sailed to the Netherlands with their cargoes of cowries, stored after arrival in the large cowrie warehouses at Amsterdam, cleaned, sorted, and sold into the African trade at the Kamer auctions. Buyers from Britain and France predominated at those auctions, because the Dutch trade with Africa was relatively small. With the fall of Ceylon in 1796, Dutch participation in the trade ended, and even in 1795 when the last recorded Maldives cowrie-boat called there, sales in the Dutch Kamers had already stopped.

Miscellaneous Shippers

Aside from the British (EIC) and Dutch (VOC) cowrie trade, there were also interlopers, the French, the Ostend Company, the Danes, still an occasional Portuguese shipment, and no doubt other members of the miscellany as well. William Hedges wrote in 1683 that the Maldives had ‘much countenanced interlopers,’ and the Mary Galley whose voyage we have discussed above was not a Company ship. British interlopers would presumably sell in their home country, however. There were far fewer Dutch interlopers.

The author has not studied in detail the French trade, and no quantity
figures are presently available. The Dutch governor Rumpf reprimanded the Sultan in 1721 for allowing the French to bring away large quantities, and French ships were reported purchasing at the Maldives in 1777 after their contract of 1770 for 50,000 pounds annually. A Dutch letter of the 1720s complained that some Maldive ship captains were selling off cowrie cargoes intended for Dutch Ceylon to French shipping, raising the interesting question of whether these captains were operating with the Sultan's permission or were operating illegally on their own account.114

Portuguese ships on occasion still called at the Maldives for cowries, as in the 1720s, and the Danes obtained some shell, nearly 25,000 pounds reported in 1791. The Ostend Company's buying at Balasore has already been mentioned. The total quantities involved are unknown.116

Shipments to Europe

When in November or December the European ships sailed for home, certain distinct principles of long-distance ocean transport governed their lading. There had to be a ballast for stability. Any heavy material such as stones, sand or old anchors would serve. But, from a commercial point of view a ballast that was also a commodity that could generate sales revenue was immensely superior to a wasted item. The VOC considered saltpetre the best ballast commodity; for the Ceylon ships cowries were also included. Sometimes it is said that items shipped in ballast carry no transport cost. This is incorrect. The cost is an opportunity cost, foregone revenue from whatever other commodity that could have served as ballast. Cowries were transported free only when stones and sand were the sole alternatives. There was indeed consternation in Ceylon whenever a ship had to return with a worthless stone ballast, but this does not appear to have been very common.

All during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the shells appear to have been shipped to Europe in their original 'parcels of 12,000 ... little baskets of coco leaves of open work, lined inside with cloth of the same coco tree, to prevent the shells falling out.' These kottas with their triangular horns stored at the lowest level of the ship, continued to appear until the end of the eighteenth century.122

Epilogue

The Maldive cowrie industry is a fascinating page of economic history, furnishing as it did the major currency of West Africa and also Bengal. A royal monopoly, it faced Dutch efforts to acquire monopsony powers in the trade, but this paper suggests that the effort was somewhat less successful than has been argued by H.C.P. Bell.
With the coming of the nineteenth century, the trade slowly died. In Bengal, 'the cowrie market was in retreat. The millions of cowries slowly gave way to the millions of copper pice cut out by the machine of Messrs. Boulton and Watt.'\textsuperscript{123} The market for Maldive shells in West Africa did recover temporarily in the 1830s with the growth of the palm oil trade, imports running at some 200,000–300,000 pounds a year to the 1850s.\textsuperscript{124} But \textit{Cypraea Annulus} introduced to West Africa from Zanzibar by the Hamburg firm of Hertz, cut deeply into the \textit{Moneta} market.\textsuperscript{125} At the time the Hertz Company investigated the cowrie trade in 1844, shells were still coming from the Maldives to Ceylon and Bengal, but Chittagong and Calcutta had now replaced Balasore as the destination. The British were still buying in Bengal for the Africa trade; no European cowrie buyers had visited the Maldives 'in living memory' said Hertz, and when that firm's ship did so they had poor results – the Maldivians did not want to interrupt their rice-for-cowries trade to Bengal.\textsuperscript{126} After that, Maldive cowrie exports declined steadily,\textsuperscript{127} and they had largely died out by the time of the First World War.

In the centuries of Maldive cowrie production, was there ever over-fishing with resulting consequences on production? Johnson has suggested as much, and Heimann also.\textsuperscript{128}

There is faint evidence that this did indeed occur in the early 1720s, but that the Sultan's reaction was to limit sales as a result.

The purpose of this paper has been to discuss a 'supply-side' aspect of the African slave trade – the conditions of supply of the main money of the slave commerce, the Maldive cowrie shell. Much remains to be learned, but the general lineaments of that trade are, it is hoped, clearer than before. Further work in European archives should eventually reveal comprehensive quantity figures of the shells arriving in West Africa. Unfortunately, very little information is available on Maldive exports which remained in Bengal as that region's currency, so that total Maldive production is likely to remain unknown.
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